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Abstract: The paper addresses how the Swedish Security Service (SÄPO) is attempting to mobilize the support of the Muslim communities in their counterterrorism strategy, together with their measures to prevent radicalisation processes among Muslim young people. Under what circumstances can we find voluntary cooperation by Muslim Swedes in the state’s anti-terrorism policing efforts and under what circumstances can we expect that voluntary cooperation will be withheld? The analysis focuses on the unintended consequences of the Security Service’s outreach activities and the link between cooperation, institutional legitimacy and procedural justice. It is argued that both the ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ aspects of the Swedish Security Service’s preventive, respective control and intelligence strategies, intertwine to produce what Lasse Lindekilde (2012) calls ‘iatrogenic effects’, that is, unanticipated and unwanted consequences. The empirical scope of this article is: Under what circumstances can we find voluntary cooperation by Muslim Swedes in the state’s counterterrorism strategy together with their measures to prevent radicalisation processes among Muslim young people, and in what circumstances can we expect that voluntary cooperation will be withheld?

Swedish has adopted an antiterror programme that more or less contains the same components as the United Kingdom’s CONTEST programme. Similarly, the Swedish programme gi ves pri or ity to the prev ent ent strategy, that is, the aim to prevent rec ruitement i nto terrorist a ctivitie s. Ho wever, i n contrast w ith the UK counterterrorism strategy (Poynting and Mason 2006), Sweden has never single out Muslim extremism, but it has always included leftwing and par tic u larly rightwing extremism. Nevertheless, in regards to their measures to c ounter terrorism s trategy t o prevent radi calisation processes among Muslim young people, and in what circumstances can we expect that voluntary cooperation will be withheld?
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Hasisi, A, Iper t an d Flyn n (2009: 180) maintain that however sophisticated government and security is, with even a high level of competence in counterterrorism strategies and tactics at the level of the local police, “the best plans and strategies will only be effective if they are carried out in active partnership with the community”. Nevertheless, they point out that while countless studies have been conducted on the policing of terrorism in recent years, “we know little about how the police mobilize communities to cooperate with them in order to prevent acts of terrorism” (Ibid). The underlying question posed in this article is: Under what circumstances can we find voluntary cooperation by Muslim Swedes in the state’s anti-terrorism policing efforts and under what circumstances can we expect that voluntary cooperation will be withheld?

In order to address the research question posed in this article, I analyze the inherent contradictions imposed in the ‘soft aspects’ of the Swedish Security Service’s “ou treach activitie s” to introduce a dialogue with Muslim communities and the Service’s undeniable presence. The analysis focuses on the unintended consequences of the Service’s outreach activities in conjunction with their potential unintended negative consequences for the Swedish Security Service’s outreach activities and the link between cooperation, institutional legitimacy and procedural justice. I will first interrogate the ‘soft as pects’ of the Swedish Security Service’s outreach activities in conjunction with their potential unintended negative consequences for the Service’s legitimacy and procedural justice. This analysis focuses on the intertwined factors which influence voluntary cooperation: the potential unintended consequences of the Service’s outreach activities and the link between cooperation, institutional legitimacy and procedural justice. I will first interrogate the ‘soft aspects’ of the Swedish Security Service’s outreach activities in conjunction with their potential unintended negative consequences for the Service’s legitimacy and procedural justice. This analysis focuses on the intertwined factors which influence voluntary cooperation: the potential unintended consequences of the Service’s outreach activities and the link between cooperation, institutional legitimacy and procedural justice.
the study only allows for analytical conclusions, which point towards (tentative) causal relations between the Service’s outreach activities and potential non-cooperation.

**THE SWEDISH STATE’S COUNTERTERRORISM PROGRAMME**

In 2010 the Government commissioned the Swedish Security Service to author a report describing violence-promoting Islamist extremism in Sweden, the radicalisation processes of discernible violent-promoting Islamist circles in Sweden and the tools and strategies that can be used to counter radicalisation (Violence-promoting Islamist extremism in Sweden, 2010). In this report, the authors argue that de-radicalisation may risk having the opposite effect by instead driving forward radicalisation, such as activities to help those leaving extremist circles1, they regard this strategy as a complement to the main strategy of prevention. The authors argue that de-radicalisation may risk having the opposite effect by instead driving forward radicalisation and that prevention instead of trying to de-radicalise active individuals is more resource-effective (p. 93).

Sweden has drawn up a national strategy to address the threat from terrorism (Government Communication 20 07/08: 64) and like the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, and neighbouring Denmark, Sweden in 2011 has also adopted a national strategy to counter the threat from extremism (Handlingsplan för att värna demokratin mot våldsbejakande extremism). Regeringskansleriet

---

1 The measure is comparable to the British “Channel” initiative which works at the local level with small numbers of “at risk” young people identified through multi-agency partnerships, which utilises a de-radicalisation approach (Thomas 2010: 450). In Sweden, the National Board for Youth Affairs has been commissioned to help young people on programmes that promote political violence. In Sweden, this de-radicalisation approach has only been implemented in conjunction with right-wing extremist youth.

2 The agencies include the Economic Crime Authority, the National Defence Radio Establishment, the Armed Forces, the Prison and Probation Service, the Coast Guard, the Migration Board, the Civil Contingency Agency, the National Police Board, the Radiation Safety Authority, the Security Service, the Defence Research Agency, the Transport Agency, the Customs and Prosecution Authority; none of these agencies are involved in so-called integration policies.

3 These are more or less the same components highlighted in the UK’s CONTEST anti-terror programme: “Pursue, Protect, Prepare and Prevent”. The national strategy emphasizes prevention measures that have been intended to strengthen democratic attitudes among marginalized groups perceived as posing a threat, above all young people in depressed neighbourhoods. The greater part of the concrete measures listed in the report has been consigned to the Bureau of Youth Affairs to distribute various project funds, together with the Council of Faith Societies, to distribute democracy-promoting projects to de facto Muslim congregations. In regard to the measures directed towards the Swedish Muslim population, the report describes what is perceived as the problem by relying on what has become a prevailing discourse of de-radicalization processes focusing on issues of lack of integration, parallel communities, and anti-liberal attitudes among Muslim minorities under too broad an idea of a “breeding ground” for radicalization (Bigo and Tsoukala 2008; Sedgwick 2010).

In the national strategy to counter violent-promoting extremism the role of the Swedish Security Service is awarded one short paragraph, emphasizing the National Strategy to Counter Terrorism (s kr. 2007/08: 64). In this strategy programme the Swedish Security Service bears the responsibility to:

- Prevent recruitment into terrorism
- Avert threats from existing players
- Protect from terrorism

This is more or less identical to the programme declaration of the Counter-Terrorism Cooperation Council, which the Service took the initiative to create in 2005. The Council is a collaboration of 14 Swedish government agencies and the Swedish Security Service for the Conseil de Surveillance, the Council’s convener and the Council’s aim are to improve the participating agencies’ collective ability to “handle the consequences of a terrorist attack” (p. 77), in addition to the three aims listed above.

The first aim stressed in the report appears to form the strategic backbone of the State’s counterterrorism
programme—de facto formulated by the Swedish Security Service.

THE STUDY’S METHODOLOGY

In order to acquire an understanding as to how Muslim communities perceive the Swedish Security Service’s counterterror prevention strategy the study is built upon multiple empirical sources. I mad Rasan, a doctoral student at the Department of Sociology, University of Lund, conducted interviews with representatives from four Muslim umbrella organisations (five interviews; all in Stockholm) and interviewed members from five different Muslim faith communities, i.e. Mosques in Gothenburg. The author conducted interviews with three members from Muslim faith communities in Gothenburg. The thirteen interviews included interviews with twelve men between the age of twenty-one and thirty-five and one woman in her fifties. The respondents were asked if and how the Security Service had approached them; how they had interpreted the ‘dialogue’ sought by the Service; and lastly, they were asked how they had more generally reflect on the Service’s actions towards Muslims. As the study was perceived sensitive the interviewees were assured anonymity and subsequently they, and their organisations or Mosques, are not identified in the text. The interviews were recorded when permitted and transcribed or careful notes were taken during the interview, which were later transcribed.

Most of the respondents in our study referred to specific actions taken against Muslims in Gothenburg, which they perceived were initiated and conducted by the Security Service. Subsequently, the study includes germane newspaper articles, which provided statements by officials for some of the Muslim communities that our respondents were members of. As none of our respondents were directly involved in these actions that garnered extensive media attention, these sources provide data on how the acts were constructed by the respondents. Lastly, we have been able to account for the report Violence-promoting Islamist extremism in Sweden (2010), which is the only official document that describes and explains the Security Service’s strategy to prevent radicalisation processes among Muslim young people.

NEW GOVERNANCE SPACES OPENED BY THE SWEDISH SECURITY SERVICE

The Swedish State’s counterterrorism programme stresses the importance of prevention and the idea:

is to make it more difficult for people who are already violence-promoting to attract new supporters, and to make fewer people receptive to and attracted by violence-promoting ideologies (Violence-promoting Islamist extremism in Sweden, 2010: 78).

To meet this aim the Security Service has since 2003 conducted what they call outreach activities. The objective of the outreach activities is to establish direct contacts with actors strategically important on the local level, such as community police, city district councils and civil society associations. In particular the Service seeks to establish contact with and create goodwill towards Muslims. The outreach activities of the Service are attempts to create new spaces of governance, where Muslim communities (and individuals) are ‘invited’ to participate in the State’s counterterrorism programme. These “invited spaces” (Cornwall 2004) reflect what Racó (2003: 78) describes as the State’s “increased concern with the defining and shaping appropriate individual and community conduct, regulation and control”. According to Rose (1999), communities, and I would argue in Sweden especially Muslim communities, have become spaces where the Service seeks to establish contact with and create goodwill towards Muslims. According to Racó (2003: 78), these spaces are areas for which the Service has since 2003 conducted what they call outreach activities. The initial outreach activities were conducted on a small scale, first making contact with Muslim umbrella organisations and national organisations. According to the Security Service since then regular meetings have taken place with both national organisations and local congregations in Stockholm, Gothenburg, Malmö, Umeå, Uppsala and Örebro to achieve a dialogue with Muslim communities. The Service seeks to establish cooperation and develop institutional spaces to shape the values and conduct of Swedish Muslims in general.

The initial outreach activities were conducted on a small scale, first making contact with Muslim umbrella organisations and national organisations. According to the Security Service since then regular meetings have taken place with both national organisations and local congregations. The Service seeks to establish cooperation and develop institutional spaces to shape the values and conduct of Muslim communities. The Service hopes to create a climate where radicalisation and violence-promoting extremism can be prevented through cooperation (Violence-promoting Islamist extremism in Sweden, 2010: 78).
What we found in our study is that the representatives of various Muslim congregations in Gothenburg and Stockholm we interviewed denied formal contact with the Swedish Security Service, but they did indicate that most likely other Muslim organisations than their own do have different forms of cooperation with the Security Service. A few conceded that the Security Service had approached them at their mosque and attempted to question them, but they emphasize that they are reluctant to engage in conversations.

They have tried to contact us and have come here (to the mosque), just like other police or other institutions. Some police officers come here and record Friday sermons and prayer. However, we did not cooperate with the Security Service, even if they come here and try to discuss with us.

The report does not offer the reader a picture as to how these so-called outreach meetings are conducted nor how Muslim organisations have responded to these initiatives. We are only informed that their contacts with Muslim communities are good, which is not, however, unequivocally reflected in our study. In contrast our study indicates that the outreach activities have been imposed against a background of widespread mistrust. One respondent said that the Security Service officers were “very clever when listening to us, for example, they asked us if we have any problems. They tended to answer us and listen to our criticisms”. Another clue as to how these outreach meetings are conducted is revealed in an interview with a young man that had been called to a “dialogue” in early 2009 with two Security Service officers.

They asked me what we do when we meet, what we talk about, what I do in my leisure time, what I think about jihad and whether I would consider whether I would call them if one of my students planned to travel to Iraq. … The Security Service thinks that we are all potential terrorists and suicide bombers just because we practice our religion.

We found that the outreach activities designated to initiate a dialogue with Muslim communities are for the most part experienced rather as occasions where many have felt that they have been interrogated.

The report states that the outreach activities give the Security Service the opportunity to exchange information and contribute to answering questions thereby avoiding misunderstandings. However, given that the Swedish Security Service is the least transparent of all of Sweden’s governmental agencies with respect to the principle of secrecy applying to their on-going and past investigations, it is difficult to envision how and to what extent the Service can reciprocally exchange knowledge or the degree to which they can answer concrete questions. In other words, the quality of the dialogue achieved is debatable. A respondent stated that the outreach activities are not in fact dialogues. “It is rather two parts who need to talk and cooperate around certain issues”. However, how trust can be realized given this institutional situation is not discussed in the report.

The only organisational representatives that admit that they have regular contacts with the Security Service are those from umbrella organisations, which in itself is not controversial as these contacts are to be expected given Sweden’s corporate structure and that these organisations have evidently gained governmental funding. In these cases of officers from the Security Service book a time and come directly to their offices. According to most of our respondents, the resulting conversations are more or less directed to surveillance gathering.

They only want information from us … what do we know. Is there someone that we think is a potential extremist and so on. … I think that their outreach programme is good if they want to bridge the gap between the Security Service and Muslim communities, but if they only want to retrieve information and perceive me as a link to extremists this programme is going down the wrong path.

On the other hand, one of our respondents (from a national umbrella organisation) gave us another somewhat divergent picture as to how these meetings transpire.

The dialogue that takes place between the Security Service and Muslim organisations focus on everyday problems that these organisations face and the Security Service has tried to help Muslim organisations overcome these problems. In fact, the Security Service has helped
Muslim organisations with different issues, among others, tenant cases, to invite guests from other countries, building permits, and so on. In other cases, the Security Service has attempted to speak with the immigration office in order to follow-up Muslim asylum seekers to help them. Muslim organisations think that in these cases the dialogue is excellent.

However, this respondent was sceptical as to whether the Security Service was a proper governmental agency to solve these integration issues.

Why not the Department of Integration or the National Youth Board? It is very good that someone from the State takes an interest in our problems, but why the Security Service? It is very strange that the Security Service deals with these kinds of issues. The question remains: what would the Security Service like to get back from us? Do they want information from us? ... Moreover, the term “prevent activities” is very problematic because these activities regard Muslims as a problem and threat to society. That is why the government has commissioned the Security Service to start a dialogue with Muslims.

While the respondent above admits that the meetings with the Security Service have resulted in some benefits for Muslim communities, he is more or less critical to the fact that it is the Security Service that is opening up new spaces of governance, whereby the state is seeking to engage with Muslim communities to prevent processes of radicalization. In short, he is critical to the fact that it is the Security Service that has extended the invitation to these spaces of governance and not more appropriate governmental agencies with integration agendas. So despite what he sees as some benefits that have been attained through their meetings with the Security Service, he appears to be convinced that the hidden agenda is, in reality, intelligence gathering. Another respondent claimed that there is something inherently wrong “that the government uses the Security Service to initiate a dialogue with Muslims”.

The respondents express a similar reservation to the Service’s targeting of all Muslims with those Lindekilde (2012a and 2012b) found in Denmark and Thomas (2010: 448) found in the UK. The Swedish Security Service registers petty crimes, to have made the same mistake as the British Preventing Violent Extremism programme “approaching an entire faith community as a whole, while forcing particular political and doctrinal issues that have only limited meaning to most Muslims going about their ordinary, day-today lives”. The Service’s outreach activities subsequently tend to engage Swedish Muslims as an ‘at risk’ set of communities.

It would appear that Muslim representatives perceive the outreach programme as more or less a ‘one-way dialogue’ where the sole objective of the contacts is to gather intelligence and not to bridge the gap between the Security Service and Muslim communities.

I am very disappointed with the Security Service because they place all of their resources in controlling Muslim extremists and forget that there are other forms of extremism that are coming from right-wing groups and left-autonomous groups. These groups pose a danger for democracy in Sweden and when I see that democracy in Sweden is threatened I am disappointed. ... I would appreciate it if the Security Service took their responsibility and dealt with extremism as cross the board, and not only Muslim extremists. We feel that we are constantly under threat, particularly when we receive threatening mail at our office. Extremists have searched after my home address and sent me threatening mail. I would appreciate it if the Security Service took these threats seriously. ... As a Muslim I want to feel safe from racists and it is the Security Service’s duty to protect me from these threats, just as they have to protect non-Muslims from fundamentalist groups.

Research has consistently found that ethnic minority groups feel that as victims of crime, they are not taken seriously and the police is often regarded as inadequate (e.g. Sharp and Atherton 2007; 4). Even the unformed police in Sweden have complained about the ‘one-way’ nature of the Security Service’s dialogue. The informants from the ‘open police’ authority in a study of inter-agency partnerships in the anti-terror programme claimed that the Security Service demands information, but does not reciprocate with feedback (Ranstorp and Dos Santos 2009: 19).
Desmoyers-Davis 2003; Spencer and Hough 2000;). It would appear that the output of the Security Service programme falls well short of its intentions. “In the wake of the terrorist attacks on 11 September 2001 and the prejudice that many Muslims then faced, and still face, the Security Service aims to show that it is there to serve everyone, as an obvious cooperation partner” (Violence-promoting Islamist extremism in Sweden, 2010: 78; my emphasis;). If it is the Swedish Security Service’s duty to serve and protect everyone this respondent is not convinced that the Service is fulfilling its duty.

In addition to meetings with representatives of Muslim communities in Sweden, according to the Security Service they have met as well with individual practising Muslims, particularly young men, much in line with the Danish Security and Intelligence Service’s “preventive talks” (Lindekilde 2012). This was not discussed in the report and we only have the accounts of the young men who have been called to their offices. However, these ‘meetings’ would appear to be solely to secure information. When he had been re-ported on websites and blogs, together with interview confirmation in our study, is that the young men contacted feel that they have no option but to come to these ‘meetings’. “If we don’t agree to meet with them they will think that we are concealing something.” Another respondent said that he, as a ‘second generation’ Swedish Muslim, can criticize them and argue with them “but the first generation men are very careful and they feel unsafe when talking with the Security Service. The old men feel that they are forced to talk to the Security Service”. In other words, these invitations are perceived as a subtle form of coercion reminding us that in the “invited spaces” of governance it is the State that defines ‘the rules of the game’ and sets the parameters of participation (cf. Taylor 2007: 302).

By attempting to mobilize all Muslims, the failure of Muslim individuals or organisations to comply with this mobilization makes them suspect in the eyes of the counterterrorist system (cf. Akram and Johson 2002; Kundani 2009: 15 regarding U.K). But as Kundani points out, Muslims may very well avoid the Security Service’s invitation to cooperate for a number of reasons that have nothing to do with support for violent terrorist tactics. I would argue that the reluctance of Muslim communities to engage with the Swedish Security Service is a form of community resistance to cooptation and colonialisation in order to maintain their credibility and legitimacy with their congregations. Even if many of the informants in our study tended to regard the Service’s ‘invitations’ as more or less mandatory to comply with, they are not forced to enter these new governance spaces with full cooperation. Morison (2000: 131) argues that there are always some organisations and communities that remain “incompletely domesticated”. Many of the representatives of the Muslim communities we interviewedbear witness to tactics of non-compliance with the Swedish Security Service that can be interpreted as a form of resistance to cooptation and colonialisation. They either refuse to use the Service or refuse to provide information. Another strategy expressed by a representative from an umbrella organisation was to meet with the Security Service collectively. “If the Security Service wants to meet with us, we ask him if he could identify them. He reported that he did recognize all of the men but denied that he knew them. In short, he complied to meet with the Service, but he actively withheld information. Another strategy expressed by a representative from an umbrella organisation was to meet with the Security Service collectively. “If the Security Service wants to meet with Muslim organisations, then we are even organisations in one appointment”. In this way they tried to infuse the ‘dialogues’ with the Security Service with a degree of transparency for the congregations they represent. They were extremely reluctant to meet with officers from the Security Service alone.

Sweden’s policy of multiculturalism has traditionally engaged with the country’s immigrant and refugee population in terms of ethnic background, that is, the state on local and national levels has encouraged and supported ethnic minority organisations and teaching in mother tongue languages. The multicultural model seeks to support cultural difference and awards ethnic minorities specific cultural rights. Immigrant organisations were more or less organisations that encouraged and protected the cultural identity of ethnic groups in Swedish society (Dahlström 2007). However, integration policy has more and more gone beyond ethnicity to focus religiously. Since the latter 1990s the Swedish State has increasingly sought multiethnic partnerships with so-called faith communities. Dinham and Lowndes (2008: 824) argue that in thin pu blic discourse in Britain only Muslims have faith, “and a
potentially dangerous faith at that. Th is current in a public discourse scours in Sweden as well, where e faith is di scursively constructed as a proper ty of the “Other”. Partnerships ave been sought with the various Muslim communities in the country, which are perceived in general as vulnerable to persuasion to support terrorism. In our study this targeting of Muslim faith communities appears to have led to a widespread sense of victimization (see Lindekilde 2012a and 2012b for similar conclusions from his Danish study;

When the suicide bomb attack was carried out last year on Drotninggatan, it seems that the Security Service’s procedures were complete ly unacceptable. After the attack terrorist experts Magnus Rans torn referred in the media to Muslims as suspects to lie behind the at tack. I was very angry because they pointed their finger at all Muslims, stereotyping Muslims as ev erything wrong in society. We as Muslims are also so exposed to threats just like everyone else. We did not receive a SMS to vacate the street because we are Muslims. It was not only a threat to Muslims and democracy. When the terrorist attack took place in Norway Magnus Rans torp was quick to once again point his finger at all Muslims, stereotyping Muslims as suspects behind this attack. (respondent from an umbrella organisation)

The Swedish Security Service’s attempt to mobilize all Muslims is a form of religious profiling that, in effect, constructs Muslims into a suspect community, a criminal threatening Other. In Lindekilde’s (2012b: 17) study, the majority of Muslims interviewed perceived the Danish radicalization policies, which they felt targeted all practicing Muslims in general, as a misrecognition of their value as citizens. In short, the Danish Muslims in their study felt that the Danish action plan stigmatized all Muslims as potential terrorists. Their conclusions dovetail with those we reached in our study this targeting of Muslim communities appears to have led to a widespread sense of victimization (see Lindekilde 2012a and 2012b for similar conclusions from his Danish study;

They are so unprofessional. Their actions do not further or fit in with a democratic society. People feel harassed, they accuse people without supporting evidence and say that they have facts that they don’t. We Muslims feel accused all the time as we were criminals. (http://www.gp.se/nyheter/goteborg/1.725539—garna-polisen-inte-sapo)

Waddington (1999: 41) argues that the “police patrol the boundary of citizenship: the citizenship of those who are ‘respectable’ is secure, w hile those who attack the state exclude themselves from citizenship”. Between these poles exist other groups who are ‘respectable’ secured, while those who are out of the boundaries of citizenship. This agenda has inherent contradictions with the counter-terrorism programme’s aims to overt threats from hard security agendas based on surveillance and police control. The critics of the British Prevent programme point out that Muslim communities with whom the government has sought to engage were suspicious of an engagement plan that was seen as entrenched in the surveillance and police control of Muslim populations (Kundnani 2009; Thomas 2010). The two logics of engagement would appear to be at odds. On the one hand the Swedish Security Service, like its counterpart in Britain, seeks to engage with Muslim communities as a resource in the national and local state’s integration efforts, on the other hand the Security Service’s opera tionally driven by a surveillance and risk logic. While the Security Service invited Muslims to take part in a workshop that provided vital insights and input to their report Violence-promoting Islamist extremism in Sweden (2010: 78), this is a usual mode of information gathering. Furthermore, we do not know to what extent that the concluding reflections in the report...
actually impact the operationalisation of the Counterterrorism Programme. The logic of perceiving Muslim groups as civil society representatives and stakeholders is by all accounts new for the Swedish Security Service and we have little evidence that this logic is not superseded by its stronger and traditional risk logic of surveillance and control, leading to a narrow engagement with Muslims as suspects rather than citizens (cf. Birt 2009 regarding the UK).

The role of initiator for a radicalisation prevention strategy hinging on integration and anti-discrimination measures, which was pushed upon the Security Service by politicians, is in itself an anomaly given its traditional role of providing intelligence and security. Not surprisingly, the representatives of the Muslim communities we interviewed were sceptical to the appropriateness of the Security Service’s soft approach: “Why not the Department of Integration or the National Youth Board?”. Rather they thought that the approach was a rushes for its dominant logic of surveillance and police control: “Do they want information from us?”.

RECIPROCAL TRUST AND PROCEDURAL JUSTICE

Researchers and practitioners alike have emphasized the importance of police-community relations based on reciprocal trust for police-community cooperation. This holds true not only for policing in general, but also for counterterrorism or ‘high-policing’ in particular. As Oliver (2006: 192) points out, citizens’ willingness to provide information on terrorism to the police can in no way be taken for granted, as such contact between the police and community demands a significant degree of reciprocal trust.

When the public perceives police actions as legitimate and fostering procedural justice, i.e. due process of law and fairness to all, there is an increase in general satisfaction with cooperation (Hough and Roberts 2004; Tyler 2006; Skogan 2006; Skogan and Frydl 2004; Bradford et al. 2009; Jackson and Sunshine 2007; Jackson and Bradford 2009; Sindall et al. 2012). The effectiveness of the state’s proactive counterterrorism measures—intelligence gathering, surveillance and preventive programmes—rests upon the degree to which relevant populations have developed sufficient trust and confidence in the police, both state and local (cf. Lyons 1999).

Then, what are the policing strategies, which enhance, alter or diminish cooperation? Tyler (2006) distinguishes between two mechanisms by which policing can reduce levels of social disorder: the instrumental and the normative. In the former model of social control individuals calculate the expected costs and benefits from compliance with surveillance and cooperation with the police. They comply or cooperate only when they benefit out weight they costs. The alternative model emphasizes self-regulatory, normative motivations for compliance and cooperation. People comply and cooperate when they believe that authorities are legitimate and entitled to be obeyed. The research of Tyler among others has established a robust link between cooperation, institutional legitimacy and the concept of procedural justice, i.e. the fairness of police procedures.

The fairness of police procedures depends, for example, on whether the police are neutral and transparent in their application of laws, whether they explain their actions and seek input from community members before making decisions, and whether they treat people with dignity and respect. Judgements about procedural justice have been found to influence the legitimacy of law enforcement and thus to affect willingness to comply and cooperate (Tyler, Schulhofer and Huq 2010: 367).

The self-regulatory normative model has been widely supported in studies of policing ordinary crime. Whether this model applies as well to anti-terrorism policing is the question posed by Tyler, Schulhofer and Huq (2010). They tested the relative significance of the normative model in the context of antiterrorism policing within domestic U.S. Muslim communities contrasting deterrence and legitimacy as rival explanations for cooperation. These researchers found a strong correlation between perceptions of procedural justice and both perceived legitimacy and willingness to cooperate among Muslim American communities in the context of anti-terrorism policing. Fur thermore they found that religiosity, cultural differences, and political background had an effect on cooperation. Subsequently, they argue that procedural justice considerations must be infused in the design of antiterrorism policing strategies concerning Muslim Americans in the U.S.
The study finds that the procedural justice of the police when implementing antiterror policing policies shapes their legitimacy and all so influences both cooperation and willingness to contact and alert law enforcement to terror threats (p. 386).

A respondent in our study defined his relationship with the Security Service in the following words:

We feel offended when the Security Service says that we want to improve our relations with you and at the same time that they take offensive actions against Muslims in a mosque in Gothenburg and point their weapons against children there. There is systematic discrimination against Muslims when the Security Service deals solely with Muslim extremism and not non-Muslim extremism.

A legitimacy-based model of policing suggests that the public evaluates police, courts, and the law authority is exercised (Tyler 2006). In the following pages we will counterpose the empirical examples of the actions of the Swedish Security Service, in cooperation with the police authority, in connection with their apprehension and arrest of suspected Muslim terrorists in Goteborg and point their weapons against children there. There is systematic discrimination against Muslims when they are suspected Muslim terrorists in West Gotalands Police District.

On October 30, 2010 the early morning hours three families were brought in for questioning by the national SWAT team, which were held in a mosque. The doors of the mosque were broken down and the families held under gunpoint, including three children. Three men were subsequently detained for further questioning in regards to suspicion of preparation of a terrorist bomb by the 31-year-old man. The single witness in a later interrogation retracted her statement, now claiming that the man was neither tall nor African. One of the suspects admitted talking to a limited comprehension of Arabic, had heard a very tall African man's cream into a mobile phone about a bomb in the mall. The witness, a thirty-year-old woman, had reported the pain in his head. (Göteborgs-Posten, 2011.12.16, p. 17)
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questioning and the mosque was searched, which contributed to further alienating the Muslim community.

Zana Muhammed, when he was active in Sweden’s Young Muslims in the early 2000s, agreed to meet with Security Service officers. He thought that the meeting was a little exciting. They told him about their activities and which organisations were “dangerous”. However:

I would never do that today. I have lost hope after how the Security Service has treated Muslims in Göthenburg. When they break into the homes of innocent families and point their automatic weapons at them in front of their wives and children. I don’t trust them. What happened to those men last fall could just as well happen to me. (http://www.gp.se/nyheter/goteborg/1.725539—garna-polisen-inte-sapo)

Omar Mustafa, the President of the Islamic Association, spoke in the same vein.

What happened in Göthenburg and Gårdenst’s Mosque was a catastrophe. At the same time that they initiate a dialogue they make these kinds of mistakes. They would have never entered a Christian church in this way. The biggest problem is that when they do something wrong they can’t explain to us why. Many Muslim associations are tired of this. (http://www.gp.se/nyheter/goteborg/1.725539—garna-polisen-inte-sapo)

September 11th 2011 four men were arrested in a high-profile raid for planning a terrorist attack on the Göthenburg arts centre Röda Sten—ten years after the 9/11 attacks. This was a raid when which g arnered global media atention. Originally the men were reported when the media had reported a terrorist act involving automatic weapons and bombs. A few days later one of the men was released from custody, however, three of the men remained held in custody for several months and their cases were handled by an unusual degree of secrecy. The special pros ecutor rel eased neither the charges nor the grounds for the charges to either the de tained s uspects’ lawyers or the media. First after a few weeks during the arraignment procedures the charges were dropped from preparation of a terrorist attack to preparation of murder. The three men were each charged with planning the murder of artist Lars Vilks with a knife and were retained in custody. Several months later when the men were finally put on trial the charges were then dropped against two of the men and one man was found guilty of carrying a concealed weapon—a pocket-knife—and fined. Obviously, this was again an embarrassing case for the Swedish Security Service and their anti-terror actions.

These are a few of the more high profile antiterrorist actions by the Swedish Security Service in Gothenburg, which argued by did not have to happen to me. (http://www.gp.se/nyheter/goteborg/1.725539—garna-polisen-inte-sapo)

CONCLUSIONS

Preconditions for Cooperation

As Murphy, Hinds and Fleming (2008) point out that while the police have the power to regulate people by applying or threatening to apply sanctions, their ability to control crime more effectively is significantly enhanced by increasing public cooperation. In particular studies have shown that intrusive measures can potentially stimulate terrorist recruitment (Donohue 2008).

In Göthenburg, Sweden’s second largest city with a large number of Muslim communities, a series of police and public prosecutor actions against Muslims suspected of terrorist activities has outraged a significant proportion of the Muslim population undermining the relations with the police, in particular the Swedish Security Service. Not only do actions such as these undermine the cooperation they seek in their outreach programme, research suggests that intrusive measures can potentially stimulate terrorist recruitment (Donohue 2008).
in the foreground of encounters with the public — serves to build and maintain the legitimacy of police, which then makes it easier for them to encourage community cooperation (p. 140).

Their conclusions regarding police-community relations more generally dovetail with the findings of Tyler, S chulhofer and D Huq (2010) who specifically studied how procedural justice impacts the effectiveness of counterterrorism policing. In n s hort, f air proc edures practiced towards communities communicate to the group respect and value, w hile u nfair proc edures communicate di respects and m arginality. I n our c ase the a c tions of S wedish Security Service—in conjunction with ghly m edialised de tainments and a rrests and in conjunction with the Service’s outreach programme which is seen as veiled attempts to procure information and which i s perc eived to v ictimize a ll Muslims c ommunities as s aspects i n Sweden’s counterterrorism progra m—has no t pl aced procedural justice in the foreground. Procedural justice, during both pol icy f ormulation in S weden’s counterterrorism programme and in the implementation of i ts m easures, s hape the a ttitudes of S wedish Muslims t owards c ooperation or n on-cooperation. I f these c ommunities do not perc eive that t hey ar e viewed as valued members of society, sic “respectable citizens” (Wadington 19 99: 41), they c annot reasonably be ex pected to assist the Security Service in their counterterrorism efforts.

Furthermore, the S wedish S ecURITY S ervice’s outreach progra m’s focus on M uslim c ommunities may e v en be c outerproductive beac use of the suspicions and m istrust t hat t his approach t ends t o provoke ong ordinary Muslims. Our i mportant des criptions t he t eam c oduction activities, the ‘ invitations t o dialogue’ initiated by the S ervice, as cruelly veiled a ttempts t o procure information and not a n attempt to establish a relation of trust and reciprocity. Comparable t o the Danish c oncept p lan agai nst nst ralization, the Swedish Security Service’s outreach programme can have the unintended consequence that young Muslims can “isolate from majority s ociety and actively discredit au thorities” (Lindekilde 2012a: 2 6). Instead of c ounteracting radi calization proc esses, the programme, whi ch t argets pr ac ticing M uslims as per definition potential terrorists, c an v ery wel l I lead to a radialization a mong y oung Muslims w ith experiences of misrecognition. Lindekilde (2012b) argues that when Muslims are t argeted as a genera lized potential threat and Muslims p erceive p olicies as d i scriminatory and stigmatising, ac tion pl ans again agai nst ral id c alization c an result in b oth s hort and d uring run “backfire processes” that n t urn l ead to an acceleration of r adicalization processes among many “home grown terrorists”.
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